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Course Graduation in Sports Academic year 2015-2016 

Subject Sports Practice III – Swimming  ECTS 2 

Type of course Mandatory 

Year 2nd Semester 1st  Student Workload: 

Professor(s) Mário Jorge de Oliveira Costa Total 54 Contact 22,5 

Subject or area/group 

disciplinaryCoordinator 

Teresa de Jesus Costa e Fonseca 

 

 

1. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. Execute efficiently the alternated strokes of competitive swimming, the specific starts and turns; 
2. Identify the determinant faults and difficulties while performing the alternated strokes of competitive 

swimming, the specific starts and turns; 
3. Execute efficiently the technical actions of synchronized. 
 
 

2. PROGRAMME 

A. Technical models of the front crawl stroke; 
- Body positioning 
- Lower limbs action 
- Upper limbs action 
- Synchronization between lower and upper limbs 
- Breathing cycle 

 
B. Technical model of the backstroke; 

- Body positioning 
- Lower limbs action 
- Upper limbs action 
- Synchronization between lower and upper limbs 
- Breathing cycle 

 
C. Official rules of the several swimming strokes. 

 
D. Technical models of the starts and turns of competitive swimming; 

- Ventral start 
- Back start 
- Open turn 
- Flip turn 

 
E. Official rules of the starts and turns of competitive swimming. 

 
F. Background and technical characterization of Synchronized Swimming 

- Technical actions for propulsion 
- Positions and basic movements 
- Schematics 

PROVIDED 
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3. COHERENCE BETWEEN PROGRAMME AND OBJECTIVES 

The contents A “Technical model of the front crawl”, B “Technical model of the backstroke” and D 
“Technical models of the starts and turns of competitive swimming” are related with the skill 1 “Execute 
efficiently the alternated strokes of competitive swimming, the specific starts and turns”. The contents 
C “Official rules of the alternated swimming strokes” and E “Official rules of the starts and turns of 
competitive swimming” are related with the skill 2 “Identify the determinant faults and difficulties while 
performing the alternated strokes of competitive swimming, the specific starts and turns”. The content 
F “Background and technical characterization of Synchronized swimming” is related with the skill 3 
“Execute efficiently the technical actions of Synchronized swimming actions”. 
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5. TEACHING METHODOLOGIES (INCLUDING EVALUATION) 

The theoretical-practical lessons will be focused on oral communication of cognitive knowledge, 
determinant for the understanding and dominance of the contents defined, and in the acquisition of 
motor behaviour that is important for a better understanding and experience of the activities under 
study.  
The final evaluation will be defined by the student’ results in a theoretical component (20%) by the 
execution of a written test (required minimum classification of 7.5 values) and in the practical 
component (80%) by the accomplishment of two practical tests (required minimum classification of 10 
values). The average mark for the students’ final approval must be equal or higher than 10 values in 
the sum of both components. When failing to reach that aim, the student will have final exam that 
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contributed also with 20% for the final mark along with the 80% of the practical test previously 
performed.  

 

6. COHERENCE BETWEEN TEACHING METHODOLOGIES AND OBJECTIVES 

Teaching methods will be selected to maximize the acquisition of the skills defined. Thus, the oral 
communication of cognitive knowledge will be determinant for the understanding and dominance of 
the contents defined and will be related to all the skills proposed. The acquisition of motor behaviour 
will be important for the skills 1 “Acquire the adaptation to the aquatic environment” and 2 “Execute 
efficiently the several strokes, starts and turns of competitive swimming” 
 

 
7. ATTEDANCE REGIME 
 
According with the School of Education, Communication and Sports rules. 

 
 
8. CONTACTS AND OFFICE ATTENDANCE 
 
Professor: Mário Jorge de Oliveira Costa 
Contact: mario.costa@ipg.pt 
Office attendance: Wednesday from 14:00 to 18:00 
 

 
9. OTHERS  
 
Nothing to report. 
 

 
ESECD, 22nd September of 2015 
 
 
 

Professor: _____________________________________________ 
                                                                  (Prof. Adjunto Mário Jorge de Oliveira Costa) 
 
 

 
Coordinator of the disciplinary unit: _____________________________________________ 

                                                                  (Prof. Adjunta Teresa de Jesus Costa e Fonseca) 
 

 


